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sweeping
changes
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By Rob Huff

Monday Night Chess in the Cellar...only thing missing is Howard Cosell.

Nellick resigns as liaison director
By John Shepherd
Senate held its second formal meeting
in the Union on Tuesday with a full
agenda on tap.
Following open forum, President
Gillian Gawne requested that the senators
encourage students at large to attend the
next meeting of the Board of Trustees,
which is to be held on Oct. 8. She
suggested student involvement would
help create a better understanding on both
sides of the campus issues.
Concerning last week's senate project
responsibility discussion, Chairman
Mike Korch followed up by emphasising
that senators need to finish up projects
before the upcoming ASUPS elections
which are scheduled for Oct. 23.

into the situation and will address the
committee in the near future.
Asked about reports of bogus
magazine subscriptions being sold on
campus, Millard confimed that it had
been happening and that Security
Services was following up on it.
Before ajournment, Senator Allan
Nellick resigned as the liaison director,
and the position was filled by Pat
Gabrish
Responding to the circumstances of
his resignation, Nelleck said, "The
reasoning behind the decision was that I
have some questions about the
effectiveness of the position. I discussed
with Gillian the possibility of reviewing
the position."
According to Nellick, Gawne disagreed

"The way the job is structured right now, I just don't
have time: especially when our number one priority is
supposed to be senate projects."

he was responsible for overseeing - and
continue to pursue his responsibilties in
other areas of senate work. He felt that
some of the responsibilty should be
shared with the Director of Public
Relations for ASUPS, thereby making
the job a realistic undertaking.
"The way the job is structured right
now, I just don't have time: especially
See
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Korch also noted guidelines and
scheduling of campaign events need to be
formulated as soon as possible.
Consequently, this will be discussed at
informal senate on Thursday.
The Food and Safety committee
representative, Bill Millard, brought up
the issue of disappearing food points.
According to Millard, points are
reportedly being used at a faster rate than
last year. He added that Dick Frittz,
Director of Food Services, is looking

with his position.
Said Gawne, "The other eleven
senators and I, the executives and former
liaison directors, share the opinion that a
senator can handle the responsibilities of
liaison director. He's on an island all by
himself."
Nellick commented that the position
requires so much busy work that he felt
he didn't have time to do what he
considered the real job of liaison director
- namely the management of personnel
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A proposal to reverse the registration
order in the spring of 1989 has been
announced by the Registrars office,
bringing about the possibility that
freshman will have first priority.
At last week's formal senate meeting a
memo bearing information about the
proposal was quietly distributed to each
senator and throughout the week they
have been presenting the possibilities to
their liaison groups.
"The more I think about it the less I
like it," said Senator Bryan Kean. "They
have a good argument for it but in a
week I've come up with "at least four
good arguments against it."
The rational behind the proposal is
that reversing the priorities, from
students closest to graduation first to
those farthest away first, will force
students to take 100-level courses as
needed while they are freshman and
sophomores. Meanwhile, upper division
courses would not be open for
underclassmen, guaranteeing space for
upperclassmen.
"A consequence of the current
situation is that freshmen and
sophomores are closed out of core and
other freshman level courses they should
take," said John Finney, head of the
Registrars office. "By taking these core
classes as juniors and seniors, they close
them out for freshmen and sophomores,
so the cycle is perpetuated each year."
One provision included in the proposal
is that, if implemented, the policy will
guarantee those juniors and seniors in
need of core classes access so that they
could graduate on time. The program
would be faded in over a period of three
years.
"If the program is to be implemented
in the spring semester of 1989 we need
to make a final decision by the end of the
fall term," said Finney. "Right now the
proposal is out simply to get an
indication if it's a good idea. We're trying
to get as many responses as possible in
its consideration."
Initial student response to the proposal
has been vehemently against its
implementation.
Such a plan was first discussed in
1978 when it became apparent that
students were puting off their core
requirements until their last two years,
but it had been nothing except talk until
now.
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University buys new houses
By Rob Huff

During the summer months the
university acquired three houses adjacent
to the campus grounds. Two of them are
on N. Washington behind the Sigma Chi
and Beta houses while the third is on the
corner of N. 11th and Lawrence.
The acquisitions raise questions about
the university's policy on expansion in
this transitional Centennial year.
"We're not trying to grow in terms of
total students," said Ray Bell, Financial
Vice President for the university. "We're
not trying to get any bigger."
The explaination of the housing
purchases still remains uncertain.
According to Bell, the university has no
concrete policy in regards to housing
aquisitions but there is no reason to fear
that the university is trying to expand its
grounds.
"We know that there's an interest in
students to live close to campus and the
houses are a good way of providing that
housing," said Bell.
In total, the summer actions added
twenty-four new student spaces to the
university. However, with the burning
and demolition of one house on N. 13th,

the net addition of housing spaces
reached twenty-two.
This might be of value in years to
come as freshman that spend the
beginning of each year in temporary
housing might have a permanent
housing arrangement earlier. What effect
it will actually have is yet to be seen.
To sum up other summer activities,
all have noticed the new paint on the
Fieldhouse. According to Ray Bell, the
building had been painted last in 1978
but due to normal wear it needed
refinished. This summer the money was
available. The paint scheme was laid out
by a designer and the painting
conveniently coincided with the
Centennial.

Senate

from 1

when our number one priority is
supposed to be senate projects," added
Nellick.
Nellick feels that deciding whether the
job is workable for one person in the
weeks leading up to elections is
important.
If this is to happen it will take place
at the senate meeting on next Tuesday.
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World
Watch
Compiled by Rob Huff
In the world of American politics, evangelist Pat Robertson gathered
one-third of the votes in a straw pole of Iowa Republicans last Saturday, easily
outdueling Vice President Bush and Sen. Robert Dole as well as other GOP
candidates.
Ford Motor Company and union leaders avoided a strike by extending their
talks on Tuesday after substantial progress had been made in the contract talks.
The talks affect 104,000 workers.
Vietnam is releasing 6,685 prisoners and reducing the terms for 5,320 others
including officials of the South Vietnamese regime it disposed of in 1975, the
Vietnam News Agency announced on Sunday. The U.S. and Vietnam have
reached agreement on a program to resume the resettlement of Vietnamese
children of American fathers as well.
The U.S. Commerce Department reported that the national trade deficit
swelled to a record $41.1 billion from April through June, pushing the country
further into hock as the world's largest debtor nation. This is a 11.7 percent rise
in the deficit over the January-March quarter.
A Democratic Party poll shows Washington Republican Sen. Dan Evans
with a large head start toward re-election, revealed by Cooper, Secrest and
Associates of Alexandria, Va. About 17 percent of those responding said they
have firmly decided to vote for Evans. However, when asked to rank Evans' job
performance, nearly 37 percent put the senator in the fair to poor category.
Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole informed President Reagan on
Monday that she plans to resign at the end of the month to join the presidential
campaign of her husband, Sen. Robert Dole of Kansas.
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Campus
Corner
Winter Break Adventure : Would you like to spend the first two weeks of
January either sea kayaking and backpacking in Baja, Mexico, or backpacking
and exploring the more remote areas of the Hawaiian Islands? If so, come to an
informational meeting on Tuesday, September 22, 8:30 PM, in McIntyre 10.
For questions, contact the Counseling Center, 216 SUB, 756-3372.
Master of Physical Therapy Applicants are required to take the Graduate
Records Exam (GRE) for the fall, 1988 and any future programs.
The first of the "Centennial Sciences Alumni Lectures" series will be
presented Thursday, Sept. 24, in Thompson Hall room 126 at 4 PM. Howard
S. Irwin, a 1950 graduate in biology, opens the series with, "Amazon Jungle:
Green Hell to Red Desert: A Ten Year Update." The lecture is open to all.
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OCURA set to inform
B y Susan Lamphier
The Off-Campus - Universit y
Residences Association is expanding on
its base from last year to further help
students who do not live on campus.
The group's primary goal toward doing
this "right now, is getting information
out [about on-campus activities], but
hopefull y that will branch out so we are
solving problems," said Lisa Pond,
co-chairman of OCURA.
Other goals include dealing with the
on-campus problems of off-campus
students and creating social activities
through which those students can
connect with each other.
An off-campus student is defined as
one who doesn't actually live in a Greek
house, dormitory, chalet, A-frame, or
Langlow House, whether or not he or
she belongs to a Greek organization.
This means that, out of 3099
undergraduate and graduate students, there
arc about 1860 members of OCURA
These students often do not eat in
the Student Union Building and so don't
visit it regularly enough to be aware of
the posted events. Getting such
information to off-campus students "was
a big issue last year, and I think it's
going to continue to be, which is why
the newsletter is one of the main
focuses," said Pond.
The next monthl y newsletter will
come out October first and be mailed to
off-campus students. It will highlight
Homecoming as well as campus sports,
movies, and lectures. It will continue
the tradition of those produced for the
last three months of last year in alerting
students to people such as senators and
community coordinators.
The newsletter informs off-campus
students of subjects particular to them,
like interaction with the Residential Life
Office and off-campus concerts.
As part of OCURA's goal to keep
off-campus students informed, the y
would like to have the Tattler posted in
all the academic buildings, as it now is
in the Library due to OCURA's efforts.
The group also has a bulletin board on
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the second floor of the Union which may
be utilized.
Beyond keeping off-campus students
informed, OCURA would like to be a
central service which has ties with all the
on-campus groups, so that if it can't
solve a problem, it can point the student
in the right direction, as to the Religious
Life Office, clubs, the Athletic
Department, academic departments,
Panhellenic, Inter Fraternity Council, or
the Career Center. Similarly, any of
these groups could refer people to
OCURA for assistance. Sarah Michaels,
the other co-chairman, says that if
someone has "a particular interest in a
certain group, OCURA would appreciate
exchanging information."
As far as issues that can be resolved
by OCURA, the co-chairmen will be
talking to Bruce Sadler, Director of
Security Services, about escorts not
being able to go farther than two blocks
away from campus.
There ma y be a proposal to have a
small car for escorting students for
longer distances that limited manpower
makes difficult by foot.
The organization will be producing
seminars on self-protection in conjuction
with the self-defense theme house. In
addition it will try to get accurate
statistics from security about attacks near
the campus so students can make
educated decisions about their safety.
Students have also indicated that they
would like OCURA to help develope
social involvement among off-campus
students. The weekly meetings provide
the unique chance to meet people in the
same situation and to put forth
suggestions for interaction.
One idea proposed is a volleyball
game. A cookbook may also be created,
collecting recipes from off-campus
students to be prepared with the student
in mind--"easily and quickly."
OCURA was first started in 1985, but
this is the first time it has been carried
over from the previous year. Residential
Life asked for potential leaders last
October and the present co-chairmen
were among those that responded for the
N ob
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Crimes
on
Campus
9/10/87 12:46AM Suspects threw eggs at 3500 N. 18th, damaging a door.
Case under investigation.
9/10/87 4:12AM Unknown suspects caused lawn damage at 3500 N. 18th.
Under investigation.
9/10/87 10:15PM A wooden sign was stolen from the Langlow parking lot.
9/11/87 3:25AM Students were caught attempting to steal items belonging
to a sorority by Security Services.
9/11/87 4:00PM A sum of cash was taken from a residence hall room.
Under investigation.
9/13/87 2:28AM A trespass occurred in Seward Hall. When students
attempted to remove the trespassees a fight resulted.
9/16/87 4:37AM Securit y Services personnel apprehended Pacific Lutheran
University students attempting to steal a large Centennial
sign from near Thompson Hall. This is the fifth year in a
row that Security has caught PLU students trying to steal
signs on campus.
9/16/87 2:30PM A car was broken into and a stereo stolen from N. 16th
and Lawrence. Under investigation.

* Your assistance in preventing crime is much appreciated! Call
Security Services at (756) 3311 when you observe suspicious
persons, vehicles or activity. By calling immediately when you see a
suspicious activity, you may prevent a crime from occurring.
The more "eyes and ears" out there helping, the better chance we
have to make this a low crime year. Thanks!
Bruce Sadler, Security Services, Director
unpaid positions. It is now recognized b y welcome to contribute their ideas and
ASUPS as an organization, and so efforts to help shape the future
receives funds. involvements of OCURA.
There used to be an off-campus
coordinator position designated b y
ASUPS, but it was absorbed b y
OCURA after the y were, in senate
chairman Mike Korch's words, "workin g
for the same cause but against one
another," concerning who covered which
needs. The chairman of OCURA is now
considered to be the off-campus
coordinator as well.
Meetings are held each Tuesda y, in
the lounge next to the board room on the
first floor of the Union. The y begin at
5:15 and end b y 6:00 so that students can
attend the senate meeting, and senators
can attend OCURA. One such senator,
Matt Bean, reports on activities as
liason.
Residential Life requires that a
representative from each theme house or
cluster of university -owned residences
come to the meetings, as well as
community coordinators for some of
them in order to further good
communication and involvement.
The informal meetings are open to all
off-campus students, and the y are

Miss Pencil Sharpener, Lisa Davenport.
You read about her in the past two issues
of The Trail. We thought you would like
to see her lovely, if a bit serious,
countenance.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS:

SEPTEMBER 17-24
TACOMA DOME 7:00PM
FOOTBALL VS. PLU
THURS.
AWAY
TBA
FRI-THURS: WOMEN'S SOCCER AT
CHICO STATE TOURNEY
FRI-SAT: VOLLEYBALL AT WHITWORTH AWAY ALL DAY
TOURNAMENT
MEN'S SOCCER AT SIMON FRASER AWAY 2:00PM
SAT:

Batting Around
STRIKE ONE: Baseball fever is afflicting millions across the country. The
only sure cure is to be supporting a non-contender like the Mariners. By the
middle of October, only four metropolitan areas will remain interested in the
boxscores of their local teams--or will they? For the first time in history, their is
a solid chance that we could see an All-Bay Area World Series. Imagine the A's
and Giants playing to see whose closer to perfection in the sport of baseball. Both
are in the position to win their respective divisional races. The question remainswho would watch it? I suppose that the big television markets on the West Coast
would emerge with high ratings. Still, those folk on the other side of the
continent might turn up their noses at these barbaric California teams.
STRIKE TWO: America's Cup hysteria seemed to have subsided, but once
again it is back in the news. The race for this sentimental cup was over earlier
when Dennis Connors won it back from the Aussies, but now there is a new race
in the Supreme Court of New York. Michael Fay, a New Zealand millionaire
from the Mercury Bay Yacht Club, is using the courts to allow more boats to
participate in the showdown for the cup. Recently, he decided not to renew a
restraining order that barred the San Diego Yacht Club from deciding on the date
and place of the next race. This opens the way for America's next challenge for the
returned cup.
BALL ONE: How about those Hawks? We'll see those Broncs in the Dome! It
really bugs me how those television commentators try to color the game with
cute little phrases and flowery remarks. Examples would be the "$23 million
collision" between Bosworth and Elway , or the reference to the 49ers as "a setting
sun" in reference to a two game slump. Let's face it, Elway played a terrific
game. Boswirth had a solid game himself. As illustrated by his tackle on the
interception return, Elway can play with the big boys. On the other hand, if
Bosworth could throw like Elway, he would be worth the extra million and then
some.
STRIKE THREE: Upsets were in the air this week in the NFL. The Pittsburg
Steelers capitalized on the mistakes of the slumping S.F. 49ers to hand them an
opening day loss. The Houston Oilers pulled off a stunning victory over the
"Anaheim" Rams. Then there was Tampa Bay romping behind the regenerated
arm of Steve Deberg. The St. Louis Cardinals took out America's Team, the
Dallas Cowboys. Finally, the Broncos scored a mild upset over the stuttering
Seahawks. Could this upset streak continue tonight when the mighty Loggers face
the NAIA #3 PLU Lutes?
GO LOGGERS! POUND THE LUTES !
-

Mike Fassler
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BOWLING SPECIAL
FOR U.P.S STUDENTS

Netters finish
fifth against
nation's best
By Jodie Coleman
The UPS women's volleyball team
has started the 1987 season with a bang,
playing strongly at the U.C. Davis
Volleyball tournament over the past
weekend, and easily defeating Western
Washington at home Tuesday night.
At the U.C.Davis Tourney, the Lady
Loggers performed well, finishing tied
for fifth place out of 33 total teams.
The Loggers went through a series of
pool play in which they defeated Ball
Sate University, Howard State
University, and the University of Utah.
The ladies also split with Sacramento
State, and Southwest Missouri State
University.
With this, the team was second in
their pool by a mere three points, and
was set to take on Montana State
University. In this match-up, the
Loggers were victorious, and earned a
berth in the semi-finals of the
tournament.
In the semi-finals, the played best-two
out-of-three ball against the number one
seed and NCAA Division I #3 ranked
team, San Jose State. After putting up
the good fight, the Loggers lost in two
games, thus finishing in fifth for the
tournament.
"We played good as a team, but some

improvements could have been made,"
commented freshman Jill Fox when
asked about the trip. This fifth place
finish was the highest ever for a UPS
team in this tournament. The squad
fulfilled its goal of making it into the
top tourney bracket.
In Tuesday night's action, the Lady
Loggers handily defeated Western in three
straight games lasting less than an hour.
In the first game, the Loggers
quicklytook the lead, and didn't allow
their opponent to score until they were
up 14-0. Cathy Flick had four
impressive kills in this game, and
designated server Charle Suydam
contributed significantly with several
aces. The final score of this game was
15-1.
Western Washington put up a struggle
in the second game, but the Loggers
hung on to win this one 15-11 with
Flick and Sharyl Mason each getting
four kills.
In the third game, the Lady Loggers
closed the book by winning 15-1.
The Logger's next volleyball action
will take place this weekend at the
Whitworth Tournament in Spokane.
After that, the action will return home
again as Seattle Pacific University comes
to town on September 22. The match
begins at 7:30 in the fieldhouse.

rrA.Wv&r:i
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING

*10 brand new Wolff
tanning beds
*$5 off regular price of
packages for U.P.S
students

Chalet
Bow l and Restaurant

$1.10 per game (all times)
*only 8 blocks from campus
*automatic scoring units
*deli food and drinks
*official U.P.S. bowling center

ONE MONTH FOR $35
Please show student I.D.
3806 N. 26th St
in the Proctor Shopping District

For Appointment Call
472-4661
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Runners set for
1987 season
By Dan Johnson
The University of Puget Sound's
young cross country team will open their
1987 season this Saturday with the
Garrie Franklin Classic in Eugene.
Oregon.
The Loggers men's team consists of
only one senior and has only four
returners from last year's team that
finished last at district. Pacing the way
this year will be junior Matthew Grant
and sophomore Mark Brennan. Brennan
serves as co-captain of the squad along
with fellow sophomore David Gallagher.
Also lending a hand on the team will be
the only senior Peng Hsiao.
Leading a pack of four freshmen will
be promising Matt Mandrones.
Mandrones could be competing for the
top spot on this young team. Other
freshmen include Mike Morse, Eric
Paige, and Troy Palena.

The most obvious difference from last
year's team is the conspicuous absence of
All-American Emmitt Kipp. Kipp was
the 1986 district champ and went on to
finish fifteenth in the NAIA
championships. The senior has been

ruled ineligible for the 1987 season, but
the Logger coaches are optimistic that he
will be able to regain his eligibility by
track season in the spring.
The Loggers and coaches Joe Peyton
and Sam Ring will be pacing themselves
in anticipation of the district
championships on Nov. 7 in
Leavenworth.
On the ladies' side the future looks
much brighter. Paced by senior captain
Lisa Garnett, the Lady Loggers hope to
follow up on their third place finish in
districts and their 11th place finish in the
NAIA championships.
In addition to the returners are two
good newcomers. Michelle Finvik, a
junior transfer, will be competing along
with Garnett and freshman Ann Grande
for the top spot on 1987's Lady Logger
cross country team. Other returners from
the 1986 team include sophomores
Maureen Hankinson, Andrea Perry, and
Heidi Wendel. Three other freshmen will
join Grande on the team. They Karen
Attwood, Karen Cammack, and Jennifer
Kenyon.
The Lady Loggers appear to be primed
and ready to improve on their impressive
1986 performance. The addition of
Finnvik and Grande has only further
strengthened a national championship
tested team. The ladies will also be
setting their sights on the Nov. 7 district
championships and even to the Nov. 20
NAIA championships in Kenosha,
Wisconsin.
But only time will tell if the men's
team can recover from the loss of Kipp
and improve upon their last place finish
at the district championships last year.
The women, on the other hand, have a
great challenge ahead if they are going to
make a return trip to the national
championships.
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WELCOME BACK!!!

sophomores. This lack of experience
doesn't carry over to the offensive
The 1987 Logger football squad backfield where John Hansen QB, Mike
looked sharp in a 16-10 victory over Oliphant RB, and Dan Gregory RB
their Alumni opponents. Now they return. The offensive line is also
excitedly await their annual showdown primarily composed of veterans as Curt
with the crosstown rivals, the Lutes of Marble TE, Robert Polk LT, Doug
PLU.
Vaughn LG, Ron Cardwell C, and Pete
This past weekend, the Loggers of Kane RG return to action. The Loggers
new faced the Loggers of old. The will once again depend on its potent
Alumni team included past greats like rushing attack.
Joe Peyton, Bob Jackson, and Alain
The defensive sciaud will rely on its
Patton, and proved a tough test for the quickness as only Shane Crook LB,
Loggers.
Scott Minnix C, and Brian Hammock
The first half was a defensive struggle LB return as starters from last season's
as both teams remained scoreless. The team.
second half was more aggressive as the
The players to watch will be Mike
Alumni scored first. Answering back, Oliphant for the Loggers and Jeff Yarnell
All-American Mike Oliphant returned the for the NAIA #3 ranked Lutes in this
kickoff 100 yards to even the score. The 62nd annual contest.
Loggers then capitalized on the strength
Oliphant is on his way into the NAIA
of their defense and the fatigue of the recordbooks. He gained 1171 yards last
Alumni to end up with a 16-10 triumph. season and 1201 yards during his
The Loggers are hoping that the sophomore year. He is a very exciting
momentum from this game will carry runner, averaging 9.3 yards a carry in
over into their Columbia Football 1986.
League opener against the Lutes. They
"The kicking game is another critical
are hoping to get the jump on the Lutes, factor in this football game," noted
to whom the Loggers have finished Coach Hjelseth. "The past two years it
second in the league over the past two has been a turning point in the game. I
seasons. know one thing for certain, this will be a
A talented squad, the 1987 football great football game. PLU will come to
team consists of 70 freshmen and play and we will too!"
By Scott Minnix

Rent
Sports
Equipment!!

COME IN AND SEE WHAT'S

NEVA

Expeditionary

FRESHMEN AND NEW STUDENTS:

11 VfiSfir COMPIUMEMAffY
PROGRESSIVE HAIR WORKS
WOLFF TANNING
756-9332

Loggers look for Tacoma
Dome P-L-Ution tonight

T

611 SOUTH PROCTOR
TACOMA, WA 98405

GOLF
BIKING
HIKING
CAMPING
CLIMBING
WATER SPORTS
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
EVEN SNOWSHOES!!
Fieldhouse Rm. 138
??'s --> ext. 3403
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HI!

LOW PRICES
TOP DUALITY
NAME BRANDS
"YOUR DESIGN"

T-SHIRTS TANKS SWEATSHIRTS
HATS and MUCH MORE
SILK SCREEN
PUFF SCREEN
SEW-ON LETTERS
EMBROIDERY
CONTACT: CURT "Big Dog" ANDERSON
756-4270 (SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON)
Sportswear Unlimited is a division of Adsme Spokane. Wult.

Two great ways
to cruise through the semester.

The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most essential part of
your education.
A Macintosh" computer.
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away.
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit your campus
computer center and fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a
Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, categorize
elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall of pork-belly prices,
compile computer code, and talk to other computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a mouse, so to
speak, will receive a free Apple memo board.

So head over to your campus computer center today And ask about
our Student Financing Program.
Who knows? You may soon find yourself cruising a little farther than
you expected
41.

t Test drive a Macintosh. IMDA
You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.

Enter September 1 October 2
Microcomputer Center
Howarth Hall, Room 204

The University of

Puget Sound

Certain restrictions apply; visit your campus computer center for complete promotional details. One free Honda Elite 50 Scooter will be awarded per participating school;
only registered students and faculty are eligible to win. Odds of winning vary depending on size of school and number of contest entrants, No purchase necessary
©198". Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, inc. Macintosh is a trademark of apple Computer, Inc. Elite is a trademark of Honda.
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Thompson tells of pre-Phibbs era
By Herb Lovejoy
Many of us, having been here for only
a short time, fail to realize the
interesting past of UPS. In a recent
interview, Dr. Franklin Thompson,
president of UPS from 1942 to 1973,
talked about the history of the
university.
Specifically, Thompson discussed the
drive for academic excellence, the
problems both the university and the
students faced during his presidency, and
the steps he and his administration took
to build what we today see as the
University of Puget Sound.
When he first arrived at UPS, Dr.
Thompson found there were only four
buildings on campus and a very small
number of students.
"I came to the University of Puget
Sound, which was then the College of
Puget Sound, in 1942, which was the
height of the war. There were 455
students; 400 of them were girls and the
55 were men who were either completing
their degree or were not draftable.
"It was very chaotic because every
fellow wondered if he was going to be
drafted in the next mail," Thompson
added.
The curriculum of UPS also suffered.
"In the first place, your curriculum was
all devastated because of the fact that half
of the classess would be in the service,
or many of them.
"It was a time of great stress and
strain. I remember one time shortly after
I came, because we were very much
interested in the students, that I went out
to Fort Lewis and 17 of our boys were
drafted that day."
When the Airforce decided to expand
its ROTC program and invited UPS to
establish one, the school saw the arrival
of 500 GIs.
"That again was a tremendous student
situation. Many of those people had
been in the service two and three and
e-,cn four years and they didn't want to
fool around. They wanted an education
and they wanted it right now. That put a
lot of pressure on all the schools."

library and add to that library all the time
and keep adding to it, because that's the
heart of a student's life. —
As a result of these goals and the
accreditation of UPS by the Northwest
Crediting Association of Colleges, Puget
Sound's reputation began to grow.
"That meant that our graduates could
go to any graduate school in the United
States. And so we produced many, many
distinguished alums who got their PhD's
at Harvard, Yale, Cornell, the University
of Chicago and many of those others,"
Thompson explained.
At that time, however, UPS had only
one dormitory--Andersen Hall--which
housed only 12 girls. Due to the
increasing number of students, the
school needed to expand.
After carefully studying a personal
survey of all of the educational
institutions in the United States,
Thompson noted the rise of community
colleges and suggested that not only
should the College of Puget Sound
become a resident university, but that
they should also begin building
dormitories and acquire property around
the boundary of the campus.
By the end of his presidency, Dr.
Thompson had initiated the construction
of 36 buildings, increased the number of
beds at UPS to 1300 and expanded the
school to the size it is now.
According to Dr. Thompson, two of
the problems that UPS is now facing-violations of the alcohol policy and
unifying the student body--were not as
prevalent during his administration.
"There is so much we would like to say, but all we
"Many, many, many of the students
can say is 'Thank you,' and dedicate the 1973
who came to us came right out of homes
that had cocktail parties and that sort of
Tamanawas to Doc T., a man who has dedicated
thing and they took it as a perfectly
his life to UPS."
natural thing. We never really had
-Tamanawas, 1973
problems but we used it as a tool to
show responsibility in growing up when
it happened."
of only people with PhD's and master's work hard to keep a balance. You
Likewise, the university under
couldn't emphasize engineering or you President Thompson didn't have a big
degrees to teach at the school.
couldn't emphasize physics, or you problem with a diversified student body.
"We went right for academic
excellence. This was proven by the fact couldn't emphasize mathematics."
"We tried to stress the whole student
Out of the students' needs for academic body. You always have a diversity of
that we had hundreds of students go to
graduate schools, and we could open the excellence came Dr. Thompson's goals students in a university. You try and
for UPS.
doors to those graduate schools.
construct a base of which they can all be
"We were always talking and working a part if they want to be. You don't
as best we could for academic excellence.
force anything on a student, you let him
They asked me what were my goals. I decide for himself."
said 'I want the tools of a university. I
UPS was also insulated against
want an academic excellence as another problem that troubled larger
international standing. I want to build
universities during the Vietnam War,
the endowment fund [it was only about a
namely disruptions due to political
million dollars at that time]. I want to
protests.
build the buildings because we need to
Although UPS students did assemble
move, and I wanted to get a distinguished to honor those men who died in the war,
cA0114 OTIP
major protests were not part of the
university's history.
Dr. Thompson attributes this
insulation to his development of the
student council, which consisted of three
students, three faculty members, three
Yuan De lift
alumni, two administrators and two
trustees.
©IR We ID® lift
"This is what took the onus out of
TERRIFIC SELECTION OF WOOD
any disruption that might have been.
& METAL FRAMES
But it was important because any fella
Now in the LINCOLN PLAZA
3702 S. Fife St. AT 38th
475-7074
See THOMPSON page 16

During the war, Dr. Thompson
initiated a number of changes in the
curriculum of UPS. Thompson believed
that the curriculum in 1942 was good,
but that it was the type of curriculum
that could be built upon.
Among the changes he instituted were
the addition of honors courses, the
limitation of class sizes, and the hiring

ENGINE HOUSE NO. 9
611 NORTH PINE STREET

C4

23tcea° Clab

28 Draught Beers
Select Bottled Beer and Wine
Outstanding Food

"It was interesting psychologically
because you'd have one generation that
wanted to have mathematics because they
wanted engineering, you'd have another
generation that wanted physics becuase
they wanted to become engineers, you'd
have another generation that wanted to
become teachers because they thought
teaching was outstanding. You had to
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Shauna does the fair: "Tai
It's easy to get to Puyallup.
Take 1-5 and follow the signs.
At least that's what three
friends and I did last
Saturday when we went to
the Western Washington Fair.
Once we were in town we
had to find a parking space.
As I drove toward the
fairgrounds Scott Anderson
spotted a pickup with a sign
reading "PARKING $1.00
FOLLOW ME." So we did.
Three miles later the truck
turned into a 7-11. I didn't
want to pay to park there so
we headed back to
civilization and parked for
$2.00 across from the main
entrance.

We all bought adult tickets
for $5.00 each, even though
Lisa Dick could have passed
for 18 and gotten in for $3.00.
Once inside, the Fair is
overwhelming. 7,000
animals, 70 rides, 37

consessionaires, and about
100,000 people fill the 125
acres.
One of our first stops was
the Pepsi Challenge test at
the Pavillion. Given a choice

between Coke and Pepsi we
chose Pepsi. I was really
embarrassed because I'm
always yelling about how
awful Pepsi is. But as Linda
Plato said, "Pepsi really did
taste better".
About five stalls down from
the Challenge is the Human
Jukebox, a new exhibit
sponsored by the Singing
Machine Company. For
$14.95 you can make a video
and audio recording of your
favorite song.
The Jukebox has over
1,300 songs from which to
choose, ranging from "Let It
Be" to "La Bamba" to the old

favorite "Mr. Sandman." I
know I can't sing, and since I
didn't want to pay $8.95 for a
cassette to prove that fact, we
left the Pavillion.
Wandering among the
buildings we heard music
screaming from Agriculture.
A band was playing "Old
Time Rock and Roll" in the
middle of the potato winner's
circle (how do people judge
potatoes?). We decided to
try the rides.
Going to the Midway, we
passed through Expo Hall
and signed up to win a free
trip to Mexico courtesy of
Century 21. Scott also got a
free ice scraper which he
gave to Linda who threw it
away because she doesn't
have a car.
Since Scott was being so
generous we begged him to
win us prizes. But he

couldn't toss the ring over the
bottle and his aim wasn't
good while throwing darts.
We gave up on games when
Scott informed us that "we
lost all our money."
But we couldn't go to the fair
and not ride the rides. So we
pooled our money and
bought ride tickets. Scott and
Lisa took off for the Roller
Coaster while Linda and I ran
for the Tilt-A-Whirl.
I couldn't believe it when
Linda stopped in front of the
Monster Octopus and said,
"Let's do this instead." Linda
hates fast rides.
Last spring break when we

went to Disneyland she
refused to ride anything
pregnant women were
restricted from riding, which
is basically everything.
But on Saturday she was
feeling brave. After she had
checked the dates on the
ride's safety inspection
certificates we boarded the
octopus. As Linda says, "it
twists you and drops you and
puts your feet above your
head and you get hurled into
oblivion". While I loved it,
Linda wasn't impressed. "It's
not as cute as it looks," she
elaborated.
On faulty legs we walked
over to Lisa and Scott. Since
they were shaky also, we
decided to visit the animals.
The cows were
disappointing, as Lisa said,
because "we didn't get to go
cow tipping because they

Future Fair Highlights:
Saturday, September 19 - Pad;
1
Milk a goat at south end of
Barn "C" from 10 a.m.-12p
Fair parade through fairgro
"Illusions of Comedy" at Gr
and 4:45 p.m.
The Beach Boys, at the Gra
Century Stunts Wild West tl
Western Washington Stage
and 7:30 p.m.
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:e me out o the Puyallup"

c Northwest Day
Poultry
m., 2 p.m.-4 p.m., 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
ands, noon and 5 p.m.
eat American Stage, 1:45 p.m.

ndstand, 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
:how, at the Cellular One
, 4:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.,

FAIR

weren't asleep."
Lisa and Scott did get to
milk a goat, though. When I
asked them to describe the
experience they refused,
Scott saying his description
was X-rated. Lisa just said, "I
don't think you can print that."
By this time it was 6:00, and
since the Monkees concert
started at 7:00, Linda and I
decided we should get
something to eat. We had
snacked earlier by walking
through the Modern Living
Complex and eating the
samples from the booths.
The Vita Food Processor

directions we came to
another sign informing us
that Tacoma was only four
miles away.
Those were the longest four
miles I have ever driven. We
crossed three bridges, two
sets of railroad tracks, and
almost drove into an
industrial plant. Finally Lisa
saw a sign. "We're in King
county!"
We found an Arco so we
stopped to ask directions. As
Scott got out of the car he
saw a $5.00 bill laying on the
ground. White Linda asked
directions, Scott bought us

stand was the best. We ate
warm homemade bread
while the guy demonstrated
how the machine could grind
popcorn into dust. What he
didn't tell us was how to pop
it afterwards.
Now, though, we didn't
have time to sit through the
lecture again, so we went
and got scones. The Fair
sells over 35,000 scones per
day, but I only bought two.
After the concert was over,
and Linda and I had found
Lisa and Scott, we decided
that it was time to go home.
But leaving the Puyallp Fair
is a lot harder than getting
there. We drove around on
side streets for a while before
coming to a sign pointing to
Tacoma. Following those

fudge-covered Oreos.
As we drove back to UPS
eating cookies, we all
decided that the best thing

1

about the Fair isn't the rides
or the animals, it's the
people. "Everyone's happy
there", said Lisa. Or, as
Linda put it, "Fairs always
make everyone go `Yaah!'"

Story and photos by Shauna Shipley
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Leonard Pitt

Mime changes minds
Pitt's Louis XVI rap, and arranged and
performed all the other music in the
show.
White mat make-up and black suits
According to Pitt, "the goal [of mime]
combine with silent gestures to form the is to break every rule in the mime's
general image of the mime. Tomorrow book-- but you have to be absolutely
night, however, the Puget Sound expert in the rules."
community will be exposed to
Pitt is definitely expert in the rules.
something different. Leonard Pitt, one of The Chronicle article said that Pitt
the new breed of mimes, will present his demonstrates "a master's use of his
one man show Not For Real .
body." Through the subtle change of
His one and only show on campus body posture and facial expression he
will be tomorrow, Friday the 18, at 8pm changes character. "His face...dances the
in the Inside Theatre. Tickets are $3 with most vividly-- his lips curl and stretch
university ID, and $5 general admission.
into some amazing grimaces."
Pitt has studied long and hard to gain
Pitt treats his audience to
mind-boggling visual effects. He appears such control of his body. He trained in
to eat his face, literally sucks up traditional French mime in Paris with
lnowledge from books, transforms
Etienne Decroux, worked with Studio II
himself into an oriental witch, and Mime Company in Denmark, and
becomes Louis XVI chanting a rap to travelled to Bali to study the Balinese
"Louie, Louie."
dance, theater, and mask making.
Pitt does all of the onstage work
"Not For Real," says the Chronicle,
alone, but he receives help in the "is not for those comfortable only with
behind-the-scenes work. Pitt created Not
traditional linear theater, where things
For Real with director Rinde Eckert. The make sense logically; but for those
San Francisco Chronicle calls Eckert adventurous souls eager to enter the
"another master of compelling oddball world the world of avant garde
theatre."
performance."
Scene transitions in the show are
If something new and unusual appeals
triggered and enhanced through music.
to you this weekend, Not For Real, may
Paul Dresher has contributed some be just what you need.
original compositions, and others are
Pitt will be conducting a workshop on
taken from "obscure" classicists such as
Saturday, the 19th, in the Inside Theatre
Albioni, Bourvil, Cully, and Klinis. from 1-3pm. There will be some
Eckert wrote the song that accompanies
admission.

By Natalie McNair

The Big Easy

We disagree, S. & E.
By John Shepherd and
Amy Driskell
We are of the general opinion that
Siskel and Ebert usually have the right
notion when they both vote the same
way on a film. However, they made a
big mistake by giving The Big Easy a
thumbs down.
Just when you thought cop movies
had tapped their potential for creative
plots, The Big Easy takes a look at
police corruption through the developing
love affair of a young New Orleans
police lieutenant (Dennis Quaid) and a
beautiful, stright-laced D.A. (Ellen
Barkin).
Quaid, a relative unknown until now,
makes a perfect leading man. Lanky and
goad-looking, he is perfectly cast. His
laid-back, New Orleans-style accent is
great, and surprise!, beleiveable. Barkin,
another fairly new face, is not the typical
blond bombshell leading lady. She is
iith blue eyes, but the similarity
tiiere. She has an intense presence
unusual beauty reminiscent of Meryl
;ep. (John thinks she's gorgeous.)
Quaid, one of the operators of his
department's questionable "Widows and
Orphans Fund," is slightly corrupt. (He
confesses to his younger, worshipful,
brother "Bobby, I have been underhanded
in little bitty ways.") Barkin is a
crusading member of a special
corruption-busting team of the D.A.'s
office.
You've got to like the concept. This
natural odd-couple fall in love while their
relative positions in the legal system put
them on a collision course.
They do connect. Whew! Their first
love scene contains some of the longest,
stznrniest minutes of film ever made.
And they weren't even naked!
his utopia is not to last. Alas, Quaid
is caught accepting protection money by

Internal Affairs, and guess who is
scheduled to be the prosecuting attorney?
Right. But corruption momentarily
triumphs when the damning piece of
evidence is mysteriously destroyed. As
Quaid's defense attorney comments,
"New Orleans is a wonderful place for
coincidence."
The story continues to be an excellent
comparison of the values of modern
police in a violent town, once nicknamed
"Kill City,"--and those who view the
legal system idealistically, but who
spend little time in the streets.
The film shows the desensitizing
effects of this violent environment. After
returning from the scene of a particularly
gruesome crime, Barkin asks Quaid,
"Does it ever get to you?" He answers,
"Baby, even bullets bounce off me."
With this backdrop of casual,
cold-blooded crime, the morality of
committing small-time extortion is
overshadowed. Hence, the movie
demonstrates how those in charge of
enforcing laws can easily slide into
justifying illegal acts.
After being released from jail, Quaid
returns to the force to find some of his
colleagues are involved in a major-league
gang war, or rather, are creating one.
Here he draws a line and takes a stand.
The question becomes, "Who are the
good guys?" What prevails is a very
interesting dissection of his police
precinct. What a surprise when the bad
guys are finally revealed.
The film is strengthened by the
wonderful indigenous Cajun Zydeco
music. The main characters played by
Quaid, Barkin, and Ned Beatty work well
together and produce many moving and
humorous scenes. Overall, quite an
entertaining movie.
Siskel and Ebert must have turned into
turnip heads over the summer. Maybe
too much sun.
See this movie.

Babysitter/sitters

needed for three children
Monday- 2:30 to 8:30
Wednesday- 2:30 to 7:00
Thursday- 2:30 to 7:00
assorted weekends and
evenings
if interested call
752-5905

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Earn $10 - $14 an hour
working part-time on
Campus
More Info call
1-800-932-0523_____
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Livingiffell, Lad
Fitness Center

America's Health Club

Living Well Lady invites you to
our...

OPEN HOUSE!
13.00 Down
13.53 Per month
*2 yr. non-ren. prog.
*18 yrs. or older
*Subj. to financial approval
*Reg. price $375
*14.68 annual % rate

3702 S. Fife at 38th 472-4434

OFFER ENDS SEPT. 30th
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Bring a brown bag and a "Bravo!"
By Lea Anne Bantsari

First in the series:

A FILM
about artist Jim Dine
September 24
Kittredge 111
NOON
FREE

Bagels and Bach. Salmon and
Stravinsky. Mozzerella and Mozart. New
food service concoctions? No, it's the
Brown Bag Concert Series presented by
the School of Music.
The concerts occur every Thursday at
noon in Jacobsen Recital Hall. These
student performances last for less than
one hour. Most recitals involve several
solo performers or small ensembles;
others are devoted to an individual
soloist.
The noon recitals have "never really
been promoted," said Laura McCann,
Arts Coordinator, and past audiences
have averaged about 25 people,
consisting of mostly music students and
faculty.
This year, the Thursday concerts will
receive greater promotion in hopes of

drawing a bigger crowd. Ongoing student
performances such as the Brown Bag
Concert Series make music available
throughout the year. The Music School
"wants to share with the campus" this
musical opportunity.
"The recitals are good for performance
majors" so they can gain more soloistic
playing experience, said Tamara
Meinecke, a major in violin
performance, "I wish more people would
come."
"A lot of people are hesitant about
going to hear classical music, and the
noon recitals give them a chance to go to
a concert that's a little more informal, so
they can see if they like it," said Andy
Gordon, cello performance major.
In order to give the students a chance
to prepare, the series starts with a film
about artist Jim Dine. The film will be
shown Sept. 24 in Kittredge 111. The

music begins Oct. 1.
Not only are the recitals free, but "it's
a fun break for students," said McCann.
"They're fun to listen to," said
Gordon, "and by being there I can
encourage my friends [the student
performers]."
So, bring your lunch (eat neatly and
clean up your mess, please) to Jacobsen
Recital Hall on Thursdays. Enjoy some
good music, and give some support to
these aspiring young artists.

Go, Rglel, Sol

Pollak presents an Episode
By Linda Plato

Detective stories may not be your
favorite type of leisure reading, but
according to Professor Beth Kalikoffs
evaluation of Richard Pollak's latest
novel The Episode, it shouldn't matter.
Pollak will be speaking on campus
Thursday, Sept. 24. To see what is in
store from this man, I interviewed Prof.
Kalikoff, of the English Department,
who has just finished Pollak's novel.
Prof. Kalikoff said that there is a
standard formula for detective fiction that
Pollak has successfully altered. His is a
"very inventive idea for this type of
fiction. The work is not only detective

fiction, but also a novel."
The plot is about a reporter who is
epileptic, but rarely experiences epileptic
episodes. However, in the novel, he does
have a major episode and cannot
remember what took place during that
time; it is possible he committed a
crime.
At this point, the protagonist becomes
an amateur detective. As it turns out, he
is not only the main character, but "the
hero, victim, and suspect." The novel
should be appealing to everyone,
Kalikoff says, because it is "moving,
honest, and urgent. The hero must deal
with his epilepsy and the idea that he
see

POLLAK

page
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THOSE HOT NEW A-PHI FALL '87
PLEDGES!
Jennifer Achilles
Margy Alber
Ame Bolander
Jennifer Brown
Allison Brydon
Katie De Morgan
Adrienne Diafo
Jennifer Dietzen
Vicki Fishfader
Julie Gilbert
Stephanie Herring
Diane Jacobson
Kelli Jennings
Kara Lavin
Laura McCann
Megan Moteller

Tammy Odegaard
Christi Offutt
Penny Roberts
Stephanie Rowe
Kippy Sanborn
Sonja Sievers
Kenan Smith
Jill Stackhouse
Cydney Stamnes
Laura Strong
Brooke Stroup
Kristi Theisen
Tamzen Talman
Karma Watson
Lisa Yargar

RUNNING SCARED
GREGORY HINES & BILLY CRYSTAL

Mc006

R

$1 w/ ID

RESTRICTED
Under 1 / requires accompanying
parent or adult.

Fri. & Sat. 6, 8:30 & 11
Sun. 6 & 8:30

Sophisticated Fashions in Natural Fibers •
Wonderful Accessories •
Unusual Jewelry*
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Monkees make it bi
By Shauna Shipley

Hey, Hey, .Ve're the Monkees
And people say we monkey
around...
The Monkees didn't monkey around
about getting back into the music
business. With their Summer '87 Tour
stopping in places like Dallas. New
York, Lake Tahoe, and the Puyallup
Fair, the Monkees of the 60's are jetting
into the 80's. And they've got a whole
new generation of fans cheering them on.
The Monkees first began their T.V.
careers in September of '66, the same
time their first album was released. The
album sold over three million copies in
the first three months, a chart record
unparalleled for 17 years. Furthermore,
their T.V. series won Emmy Awards for
"Outstanding Comedy Series" and "Best
Episode by a Director." From 1966 to
1968 the Monkees were the undisputed
kings of music video.
Fade out...What happened to the
Monkees? Davy got married and now
has a daughter. He has been keeping

busy in England as the host of a popular
BBC TV series called "Puzzle Trail." In
1985 he starred as Jesus in a theatre
production of Godspell and the next year
took it to the West End. For recreation
Davy has been riding horses. Carrying
out a childhood dream, he plans on
competing in the Grand National.
Micky also got married.
And
divorced. And married again. He now
has four daughters to play tennis and go
hangliding with. In 1976 he moved to
England and has recently been directing
for Paramount and 20th Century Fox.
Peter is still unattached, although he
is currently living in Manhatten with his
girlfriend, the designer Jennifer McLeod.
While Peter doesn't fit the granola mold,
he is a ferverent health nut. Keeping in
shape musically also, he has formed a
band called the Peter Tork Project. He
tunes his skills by teaching music.
The group is missing Michael
Nesmith, now a musical producer. In
his absence Totk, Dolenz, and Jones
have revised some of their music. While
still playing old favorites like "(I'm not
your) Stepping Stone," they also added

new songs off of their July single and
their newly released 20th Anniversary
album.
Laughter is also a major part of the
Monkees' stage show. At one point,
while Davy is playing a guitar, Peter
says, "Don't you know, the Monkees
don't play their own instruments."
"It's not mine, it's Micky's," replies
Davy.

If Saving Money
is Your Thing

Watching the concert is similar to
watching the T.V. show, for the three of
them clown around. During "Valleri,"
Davy, dressed in a skimpy leopard-skin
suit, dances around the stage as "David
Lee Jones," thus making the point that
the Monkees can change with the times.
All in all, Peter is still clumsy, Davy is
still charming, Micky is still obnoxious.
And their music is still fun.

OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.
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Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates and
undergraduates. No interest payments until after graduation or withdrawal. Up to ten years to pay back atjust
8% annual percentage rate! Payments as low as $50
per month.
Maximum loan amounts: $2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores
$4,000 Juniors/Seniors
$7,500 Graduate Students
Ask your school's financial aid office for an application and details. Or call the friend of the family at
(206) 464-4767. We're out to make your education more
affordable.
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*This rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.
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PPLY
WITH EXPRESS CHECKING,
THERE'S NO FEE FOR USING SEAFMST
CASH MACHINES.
Express Checking' makes an excellent
introduction to student economics. It cuts the
cost of banking, but still gives you all the service
you need. All for a flat monthly fee of just $3!:
You'll enjoy unlimited usage at more than 160
Seafirst Cash Machines across the state—with no
Cash Machine fees.
What's more, you can write seven free checks
a month. And there's no minimum balance requirement, so you don't have to worry about being

j

charged an extra fee if your balance takes an
unexpected dip.
And you can open your Express Checking
account with as little as $100.
Seafirst is also your student loan center,
offering college financing options that include
GSL, PLUS and SLS loans and CollegeLine
For more information on Seafirst student
loans, give us a call at 1-800-542-6600 toll free.
''Other fees, such as check orders, using non-Seafirst cash machines and writing
overdrafts, may apply.

,,SEAFf
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OPINION

Food for thought, a pot luck editorial
I was trying to think of a topic for my editorial this week and so
many came to mind that I decided to share them all— in short form.

Affirmative Action...
Affirmative action is bunk. It promotes reverse discrimination. It
treats the symptom (minorities are not hired for certain jobs as often
as whites) rather than the disease (minorities often are not as
qualified as whites for many jobs.)
The cure for the disease lies in the educational system. Teachers
are not paid enough and the public school system needs serious
revamping on all levels. Achievement should be stressed in all
schools. Public schools should be converted from daycare centers to
places of education.

God and prayer in school...
How can people believe in a personal, feeling god when so many
horrible things happen to good people?
Why shouldn ' t we allow a time for silent prayer in school?
Whether he prays or not, two minutes of enforced silence and
contemplation at the beginning of the day would be good for any
student.
David Harlan

YEN?

1-1EY Ivtmu- I GOT SOME
GREAT EAREAINSISOAp:
394 , 1-1AMBuR6ER:41.07
A PouNp-,

Fundamentalist Christians...
Today' s Christian fundamentalists are the most dangerous cult in
American society. They do not allow diversity of thought among
their followers. They restrict what followers can read and think. A
child who grows up with such a limited exposure will never be
ready to face the vagaries of modern society. A child should be
exposed to a variety of opinions and beliefs from an early age and
should make a free decision about what he believes.
It' s interesting that fundamentalist leaders say they follow the
Bible literally yet they ignore the sections that say they should live in
poverty.

Now AtBarr
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And Catholics too...
While I 'm on religion— isn't Catholic dogma great. The pope
says: no birth control, no divorce, no homosexuality. I say get out
of the dark ages John Paul.

Welfare and Unemployment...
Welfare and Unemployment benefits are much too liberal. People
go on the dole and can stay on it and live comfortably indefinitely.
These people don ' t offer anything to society yet we support them.
Welfare should be given only to those willing to work for the
money. Unemployment should offer a bare subsitance wage and
should be offerred for a strictly limited period of time.

•

Nixon the best, Roosevelt the worst...

byeng
Lor ner
-•■1

Richard Nixon was the best prsident this country has ever had. He
made one mistake and quite suddenly became a villain.
Franklin Roosevelt is seen as a great hero because he pulled the
country out of the Great Depression and held us up during WW II.
Yet, everyone seems to ignore the fact that he sent this country on
the road to destruction with his extensive social programs.

Bork and the Constitution...
Robert Bork must not be confirmed. He will help impose the
out-dated, Reaganesque doctrines so foreign to modern American
society.
Bork says he 's a constitutional literalist, but I wonder how anyone
can take such a vague document literally.
The constitution was not intended to be taken literally. I believe its
writers intended it to be used as a guide for our government rather
than as the letter of law.

Senator Joseph Biden...
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Korch defends the
Senate & senators
By Chris M. Chapman

4 goals for the cocurriculum
This university is now at a crossroads in its history. As we
embark upon this much mentioned centennial year there is cause for
celebration, but also for foresight. Several years ago a group of
foresighted people published a White Paper on student life and as a
result of this impetus we now have, among other things, a nationally
recognized freshmen orientation program. In addition we have the
student life committee of the faculty senate, an institutionalized
version of the faculty's recognition that what a student does outside
of the classroom is just as valuable a part of their education as what
goes on in the classroom.
I mention this group of foresighted individuals, and their
accomplishments, as an example of what can be accomplished
now--as we stand at another crossroads. The decision to be made is
whether we, as a university community, are content to sit on our
laurels as a "great educational bargain," or if we are going to
continue our commitment to improve student life.
For those who feel the only direction to take is one of continuing
growth in a positive direction I offer the following four goals. I feel
that these goals (or some very similiar to these) should be used as a
starting point for all actions taken in the name of improving the
cocurriculum.
A stronger sense of identification with the university. Whether
you call it school spirit, or a university ethos, it is needed.
An innovative and inspiring common freshmen experience.
A strong and diverse greek system.
An improvement in the areas of independent life which have
traditionally been lacking, especially when compared to the greek
system. Namely support structures of a social, emotional, and
academic nature.
These goals are not perfect, nor are they original. They stem from
a discussion group representiting many parts of the student body that
was called together this past summer by President Phibbs for the
See AVENUE page 16

Hypocrisy in Jones Hall?
When the recent issue of Money announced UPS as an educational
bargain, I have to admit I was proud of the school I attend. And,
judging by the considerable publicity the school has put out on the
article, the administration was quite proud of the recognition.
Unfortuantely, my spirits dampened when I recalled the
presentation of the budget task force to ASUPS Senate last spring.
In the report, tuition increases for not only this year, but for
approximately the next five years were outlined. There were two
main lines of reasoning to justify the increases.
The first was to maintain the standards UPS has established for
itself over the past decade. With pay increases to professors at public
universities in Washington, the competition for the best profs was,
and still is, expected to become intense. Furthermore, the increases
would serve to further improve other areas of the university.
The second line of reasoning was based upon a comparison of
tuition rates here versus other schools in the Northwest and across
the nation. According to the comparsion, UPS offered a better
standard of education than most schools in the Northwest, yet was
priced somewhere near the middle of the pack. This, according to
the report, indicated the school was underpricing its services; that the
school is a bargain. The way to correct a bargain is to increase its
price, and that is just what the university is in the process of doing.
While I do not wish to refute the tuition increases here, I do have a
problem with the way the school is dealing with their recent
publicity. It is hypocritical for the school to, at one time announce its
recognition as a bargain, while at the same time it is implementing
price increases which are being justified on the grounds that the
school is a bargain. Someone in Jones Hall needs to monitor the
school's ethics more closely.

B rya!' Kean

I was upset to see that the first two
Trail articles (one editorial and one
article) dealing with Senate were very
negative in content. More specifically,
the importance of the Senate projects
has been blown way out of proportion.
This slow but steady evolutionary
process began early on in Steve Emery's
reign, the last ASUPS President. Steve
stressed that the meat and bones of a
Senator's duty included projects, liasons,
and committe work. Time is religiously
spent during each Senate Retreat
brainstorming new Senate project ideas.
And the Trail continues to be quick to
judge a Senator's year--long term by
what or how many projects have been
completed.
And now Miss Pencil Sharpener, Lisa
Davenport, let the axe fall once again on
Senate's neck by stating that "the
[Senate] project is the most important
thing a Senator does." NO! Senate
projects are the most visible tasks a
Senator performs. It is a "duty" which is
absent from both the ASUPS
Constitution and its Bylaws because it is
a creative opinion. But behind the visible
world of projects lay the hours of
committee and liason work as outlined in
the aforementioned documents. The
hours are put in every week, but the
student body seldom hears of the work
accomplished in either of these areas.
I won't try to defend three Senators
that have traveled through their year-long
terms by performing the minimum
amout of duty allowable. Senate has
been a waste of their time and of
ASUPS's time in this case. But I would
like to commend a few actions which
show that Senate is a powerful and
reputable organization, and that THIS
group of Senators, as listless and scaggly
as they may be at times, started this year
more efficiently, quickly, and successfully than any other group before,
according to the Dean of Students. For
those members of the student body that
only know "what it reads in the paper,"
then they deserve to see the entire
picture.
Matt Bean introduced the Hoedown at
Passages, and both episodes were a
smashing success.
John Schussler did an enormous
amount of busy work behind the scenes
before school even started, getting
Senators onto campus and up to Camp
Parsons to immediately welcome the
Class of 1991.
Mike Haines spear-headed an effort to
get the city of Tacoma to put a traffic
revision and light signal at the dangerous
corner of 11th and Union Ave. It will be
put in before Winter Break.
Bryan Kean is taking on the massive
task of continuing SOAR, the Student
Opportunities and Activities Record.
Pat Gabrish has been researching the
chance of locating a Ticketmaster outlet
right here on campus.
And the list goes on and on.

It is quite a challenge to run for
Senate, and I'm looking forward to
working with the new candidates this
month and next. They will bring fresh
ideas and new energy to this Senate, and
it is needed. But they will have a
tradition to live up to as well.
Michael A. Korch
ASUPS Senate Chairman

Date rape coverage commended
Congratulations! Your series of
articles on date rape (obviously a serious,
thought-provoking problem) was
wonderful. I must confess that I fall (fell,
actually) into the "not here" category
until I read the articles. After that, I
realized that it can (and does) happen
here. We can only hope that I was not
the only one to gain this new awareness.
Again, congratulations! I look forward to
reading more articles of this genre.
Leba Cohen

Puget Sound needs
AIDS support
In the past couple of years, the Trail
has tackled many weighty subjects, with
last week's issue centering around "date
rape" only being the most recent
example. But one issue that the Trail,
and the university in general, has treated
much too lightly is AIDS.
AIDS strikes most often the same age
group that is represented at the
University--18 to 34. Also gay men, the
group most likely to get AIDS, are more
likely to attend college than other groups
(this also applies to gay women). So,
while in the general population one out
of 10 to one out of eight people are gay,
in college the figure is closer to one out
of seven or even higher.
Considering the youth and high
percentage of gays at a college, it seems
logical and necessary for the UPS
community to take an active role in both
AIDS education and testing.
And the Trail, as it has so many times
in the past on other issues, should and
could lead this drive for a more
AIDS-aware campus.
Besides educating the campus about
AIDS, it would be great if some sort of
testing could be done right on campus.
Most likely, it would be possible for the
Health Center to gain the cooperation of
the Pierce County Department of Health
to do confidential testing on campus.
This issue potentially affects every
sexually active person in the university
community, men and women, gays and
heterosexuals.
If we fail to act on the AIDS issue, it
is only a matter of time and statistics
that a member of our community falls
victim to AIDS--if one hasn't already.
Name withheld by request
P.S. For those not wishing to wait for
the university, the AIDS hotline in
Tacoma is 591-6060.
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However he has also written articles on
from?
other subjects-- the arms race, apartheid,
and the workings of the media.
Once an associate editor for
and then came down," Thompson said.
One problem that was corrected during Newsweek, a political reporter for The
Dr. Thompson's administration, one that Baltimore Evening Sun, and consultant
he sees as the biggest change since he to the Ford Foundation, Pollack was
first came to UPS, was the financial most recently was an editor for Deadline.
situation of the university. By raising Deadline is a newsletter that deals with
the amount of the endowment fund, how the press covers the arms race.
Epilepsy, detective fiction, the arms
constructing 36 buildings and raising
race,
and the press are all areas Pollak is
teachers' salaries, Dr. Thompson gave
well-acquainted
with. His presentation on
UPS a solid financial foundation on
Thursday,
the
24th, should be
which to grow.
In addition, Dr. Thompson's entertaining, thought-provoking and
administration concentrated on two areas informative.
of UPS life: a liberal education and the
students.
"I used to say 'Give the students the
from 15
facts of life--the facts---on any issue,
give them a chance to think it through,
and ninety-nine percent of the time purpose of discussing the
they'll come up with the right answer. —
cocurriculum. I take sole
One thing that Dr. Thompson believes responsibility (unless someone
hasn't changed is the students. "The wants to share it with me) for the
students have been exceedingly selective. wording and presentation of these
The students of today are just exactly goals here.
like the students of that day, except
I can draw upon my year-long
they're intense in their interests, they experience on the aforementioned
really want an education, and they know student life committee to support
that education is the door to the future."
the thesis that we, as a university,
that came in, one that you'd normally are presently lacking such current
think of as far, far liberal, could say what and relevent guiding principles.
he wanted to say and argue it back and Without such goals it is impossible
forth.
to create successful plans and
"We did not have real problems like intiatives.
Berkeley and some of the others, but we
The success of any set of goals
had our moments of tension. We had is directly proportional to their
others who said they were going to stay general acceptance by those whom
in the top of Jones Hall all their life they affect. In other words, these
until some action was done. It was goals will need to be generally
raining like it was yesterday [Monday], accepted by all if they are to
so the guy stayed up for about an hour successfully guide us through the

Thompson

Avenue

Pollak

from 11

might have committed the crime."
Pollak is very interested in epilepsy,
and has published articles in The New
York Times and Atlantic on the subject.

crossroads at which we presently
stand. For it is only through such
an overall commitment that we can
successfully work to better the
quality of sudent life here at UPS.
I will spend the next several
weeks exploring in depth what
each of these goals mean. As
always, comments are welcome.

The Trail
Needs:
writers,
photographers,
and layout specialists
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WEEKEND ACTIVITIES
SATURDAY

AMMG—EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
9 pm to 12 midnight
Bring your own dance tape
and get free drink refills
SUNDAY

8:30 pm--The You I 1

;!,

Ones ara 'ATV

1

Young Ones Special

!Cookie and ice cream shake I
$1.25
J
9 pm - 10 pm—Open Mk
All acts welcome!
Entertain your friends!

I

L

$1.50 Nachos
during Open Mic

I
1

THE PIZZA CELLAR IS OPEN
11AM TO 12 MIDNIGHT
--DAILY--

FREE
3

Interested?
Call x3278
or come to staff
meeting Thursdays at four

QUARTS
1 Item 16" Pizza
Plus 3 Quarts of Pop

ONLY $8.75
3602 Center Street & Union

Happy 21st Nate!

627-8844
North Tacoma. University of Puget Sound
Oakland, Manato. Wapato

Extra Items Only $1.00
Phone
Name
One Coupon Per Pizza

E.o.

924/87

